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Accentize dxRevive

Accentize introduce dxRevive, a simple to use, yet incredibly powerful dialogue

noise reduction plug-in tailored for audio professionals working in movie and TV

audio post-production. This advanced tool doesn't just remove noise, but it also

employs AI technology to restore clarity and tone to your original audio, elevating

your audio restoration experience to new heights. dxRevive comes in two versions,

dxRevive Pro aimed at professionals needing best-in-class audio tools and dxRevive,

a low-cost version offering the same powerful restoration engine but with a reduced

feature set.

Features:

AI-Powered Precision: Experience the brilliance of AI algorithms intricately

woven into dxRevive. Our smart technology ensures precise noise reduction

while rejuvenating every subtle detail, bringing life back to your audio.

Crystal-Clear Quality: Bid farewell to distracting noise, hums, and

disturbances as dxRevive the way for your audio's message to shine. Enjoy

restored clarity that sets a new standard for professional audio post-

production. Restore the tonal balance of your audio effortlessly with

dxRevive. Enhance dialogue so that the final result is much more than just

the lack of noise.

Machine Based workflow: dxRevive works on your computer and no audio is
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processed in the cloud, minimising the possibility of data loss, compromise

of secure audio, or falling foul of complex legal issues with clients.

Streamlined Workflow: You don't need to be an audio expert to harness

dxRevive's power. Our user-friendly interface and seamless workflow make

it easy to achieve outstanding results without unnecessary complexity.

Perfect for audio professionals working on tight deadlines and diminishing

budgets.

Trusted By Professionals: Accentize plug-ins are already being used by audio

professionals in movie and TV post-production. Join the ranks of industry

experts who rely on Accentize to deliver captivating audio every day.

Versatility At Tts Core: Regardless of your expertise level, dxRevive adapts

to your needs. Tackle challenging audio recordings with ease, witnessing the

transformation from noise to clear, improved clarity sound.

Rediscover Hidden Treasures: Uncover previously unusable audio gems with

dxRevive. Our tool delves into the essence of sound, revealing treasures

once concealed by noise. dxRevive is perfect for those wanting to restore

historical recordings.

With dxRevive by Accentize, you can elevate your audio to new levels of clarity and

quality. Reclaim the true essence of your recordings and embark on an audio

restoration journey like no other. Ready to experience the power of dxRevive?

Welcome to a world where audio restoration meets precision.

dxRevive

100% local processing

Multi Speaker/Language/Accent processing

Efficient single-knob workflow

Studio sound algorithm

Serial key licensed

dxRevive Pro

100% local processing

Multi Speaker/Language/Accent processing

Efficient single-knob workflow?

Studio sound algorithm

Retain character algorithm

Spectral Focus mode to fine-tune for different frequencies

Presets for "Restore Phone", "Restore Low-End" ...

Quick A-B comparison

iLok licensed: Machine, Cloud and dongle activation.

With dxRevive by Accentize, you can elevate your audio to new levels of clarity and

quality. Reclaim the true essence of your recordings and embark on an audio

restoration journey like no other. Ready to experience the power of dxRevive?

Welcome to a world where audio restoration meets precision.
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Specification

44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2khz, 96kHz, 192kHz

Mono / Stereo

AU, VST3, AAX

Native Apple-Silicon Support

MacOS 10.14 or higher

Windows 7 or higher

Pricing

dxRevive is £89 / 99 USD with an introductory price of £67 / 74 USD until

30th September.

dxRevive Pro version is £195 / 225 USD during the introductory period

(normally £259 / 299 USD).

The Accentize Complete Bundle, which includes dxRevive Pro, DeRoom Pro,

Chameleon, VoiceGate and SpectralBalance, is available for £672 / 838 USD

(normally £960 / 1196 USD).

www.accentize.com
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